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Annoying breakdowns and costly service calls are a thing of the past with SONY's LLC-4500MKII. It utilizes the most advanced micro-electronic technology available. Yet it is still competitively priced with other Level III systems of the market today.

The LLC-4500MKII has SONY quality and reliability built in. There are no mechanical switches, and each component is compactly designed for silent operation, long life, and easy expandability in a variety of learning environments.

Best of all, the system is backed by SONY's own professional technical support and training that lets you forget the details and do what you do best. . teach.

The SONY LLC-4500MKII Computer Controlled Language Learning System offers exceptional versatility and excellent performance, too. It has a full range of features to make learning a language easier for any level, from a modest Level II, to a computer interactive Level IV system.

Other features include manual scanning monitor, automatic program transfer, model voice, random group conference, satellite video ready, high speed tape copy, built-in remote control, video switcher, and much more.

So put an end to "Out of Order" signs in your language lab with the SONY LLC-4500MKII. It puts your language learning program in order once and for all.

To find out more about the reliable SONY LLC-4500MKII language learning system, call toll-free:

1-800-326-SONY